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l The concept of an absolute neighborhood retract was defined at first
by K. Borsuk [2]i:> for compact metric spaces. Next C. Kuratowski £5]
extended it for separable metric spaces2) as follows: A space A is said to
be an absolute neighborhood retract if A is a neighborhood retract of
every space which contains it and in which A is closed. But S. -T. Hu [4]
extended the definition of K. Borsuk as follows: A space A is said to be an
absolute neighborhood retract if A is a neighborhood retract of every space
which contains it. We shall call an ANR which was defined by C. Kura-
towski as "an ANR in the weak sense (W-ANR)" and an ANR which was
defined by S.-T. Hu as "an ANR in the strong sense (S-ANR)". In this note
we shall show that, for locally compact spaces, W-ANR and S-ANR are
equivalent (Theorem 2).

2o Let us denote by Qω a fundamental cube in Hubert space.

THEOREM 1. A separable metric space, A, is an absolute neighborhood
retract in the strong sense if, and only if, /(A) is a neighborhood ratract of
Qω for every homeomorphism f of A in Qω.

PROOF. Necessity It is trivial.
Sufficiency: Let Z be a space which contains A. By Urysohn's theorem

C 1II Z is imbedded in Qω by a homeomorphism /of Z in Qω. Then, by cur
assumption,/(A) is a neighborhood retract of Qω i. e., there exists a neigh-
borhood V of/(A) and a retraction θ of V onto /(A). Let U' = f~ι(f(Z)[\ V).
Since U is open in Z and contains A, U is a neighborhood of A in Z. Let
r =f-1θf\U3). Since/is a homeomorphism of Z onto/(Z), r is a retrac-
tion of U onto A. Q. E. D.

3. When A is contained in Z, we denote by A the closure of A in Z
and define Γ*Γ A] = {x x € A, x € A}.

LEMMA 1. If, for every homeomorphism f of an W-ANR A in Qω, Γζ>ω[/(A)3
is closed in Qω, then A is an S-ANR.

PROOF. Since A is a W-ANR, by R.H. Fox [3] /(A) x [0] is a neigh-
borhood retract of /(A)x[0H + Qω x (0, 1], i. e., there exists a neighborhood
V of /(A) x [0] in f(A) x [0] + Qω x (0, 1] and a retraction θ of V onto

1) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
2) In the remaining part of this paper, "space" means always a separable metric space.
3 ) /I U means the partial mapping of / on U.
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/(A) x CO]. Let p(x) = min (1, distance (xJ(Ά)) for every x e Qω - TQJif{AY}
and let Fix) = (#, p(#)), so that F is a mapping defined on Q — VQω\J{Ay]
with values in /(A) x [OH + Qω x (0,1] which has the property F(Qω ~/(A))
aQωx (0, 11 Let U be F-*{F(ς>ω - TQωZf(An) f] V}, then £7 is open in
Qω — ΓQJI/(-4)H and open also in Qω, because Γ [ρω/(A)II is closed in Qω.
Therefore U is a neighborhood of /(A). Let r = F" 1 0F| £/, so that r is a
retraction of £7 onto /(A), accordingly /(A) is a neighborhood retract of
Qω. Using Theorem 1, A is an S-ANR. Q. E.D.

LEMMA 2. For every space Z which contains S-ANR A, Γ£A] is closed
in Z.

PROOF. Let us suppose that there exists a space Z which contains A
and in which Γ£Aϋ is not closed, then there exists a sequence {xn} € Γ^A]
which converges to a point x €FΓz[AH. Since {xn} € I\CA3 we have x € A,
but since # € A, we can see Λ: € A.

Let D be A 4- 2 *»> t n e n ^ *s a s P a c e which contains A. Each neigh-
oo

borhood V of A in D has a form V = A + 2 # w "" (χni + + ^n)» where
n = i

m is finite. Let us suppose that, for any V, there exists a mapping r of
V onto A. Then, by the continuity of r and HausdorfFs separation axiom,
we can choose neighborhoods U(xn) and U(r(xn)) of all xn C 1ΛCA] Π V such
that, for each xn, U(xn) and U(r(xn)) are disjoint and both contains some
point of A and finally r(U{xn)) a U(r(xn)). Hence r is not a retraction of V
onto A, accordingly A is not a neighborhood retract of Zλ Q. E. D.

LEMMA 3. Let B be a locally compact space which is contained in a
compact space C, then TCLB3 is closed.

PROOF. If Γc [B2 is a finite set, our Lemma is trivial, hence suppose
that ΓcLBl be an infinite set which is not closed. There exists a sequence
{xny € Γc [_B~] which converges to some point x of B. Since B is locally com-
pact, there exists a neighborhood U of x in B such that the closure U Π BB of
U Π B in B is compact, and so closed in C and in B. By our construction,
U Π BB does not contain any point of the sequence {xny.

On the other hand, the sequence {#w} converges to x, hence there exists
a neighborhood Vn of xΛ in B such that Fw f] B is contained in £/ for sufficiently
large n, xn is a limit point of B, hence there exists a sequence {Xm} of £
which converges to xn and, for sufficiently large N, xZ (m > N) are contained

in Vn <^B, hence they are also contained in U f] BB. But U f] BB is closed
in B. Therefore, xn is contained in U f| #*• This is a contradiction. Q. E. D.

4k THEOREM 2. For locally compact spaces, an absolute neighborhood retract
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in the strong sense and an absolute neighborhood retract in the weak sense are

equivalent.

PROOF. An S-ANR, A, is a W-ANR and we may assume that A is con-

tained in a compact space Z (for example, by Urysohn's theorem \ΎJ). It

follows, by Lemma 2, that A = A — I\[>1Ί is open in A, hence A is local-

ly compact.

Let A be a locally compact W-ANR and/ be an arbitrary homeomorphism

of A in Qω. Then Lemma 3 implies that Γ^C/fA)] is closed in Qω. Thus

by Lemma 1, A is an S-ANR. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY. A locally finite n-dimensional infinite polyhedron is an SΆNR.

PROOF. In the small the polyhedron is a finite polyhedron then the poly-
hedron is locally compact and locally contractible. From the later the poly-
hedron is a W-AN R [6] and is an S-ANR by Theorem 2. Q. E. D.
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